
ELEMENTS™ JACKET  
FIRST RESPONDER 
WITH BATTLESHIELD X® FABRIC (FR)

FACE EVERY CHALLENGE WITH CONFIDENCE

Engineered specifically for emergency service professionals on the 
front line, the Elements™ Jacket - First Responder is a modern take 
on a Massif® classic that gives you the utility, performance, and 
reliability to respond immediately and effectively. With the FR fabric 
you need, and the lightweight material you love, this softshell offers 
superior all-weather protection in a versatile, functional design  
to withstand extreme conditions. The Elements™ Jacket - First 
Responder is ideal for those that need to remain on the scene and 
having to prepare for any emergency situation.

Massif’s® Elements™ Jacket – First Responder incorporates on-the-job feedback 

from our customers for the best fit and functionality possible. The triple-layer 

fabric construction features a fleece-lined interior, abrasion-resistant exterior, and 

windproof, water resistant, breathable membrane that keeps rain and snow out  

but won’t trap moisture when you’re working up a sweat. Sized to fit comfortably 

over uniforms.

This jacket features Massif® Battleshield X® FR fabric, a flame-resistant, nylon-

faced laminate featuring Gore® FR stretch technology. There is simply nothing 

else like Battleshield X® fabric. This extremely durable, highly breathable jacket 

offers multi-directional stretch, excellent water resistance, and a superior warmth-

to-weight ratio.

The jacket’s fleece lining features Massif Flamestretch® and is constructed with 

DuPont™ Nomex® brand fiber. Engineered with proprietary knitting and finishing 

technology by Massif®, Flamestretch® provides built-in flame resistance, proven 

durable performance, and comfort from the inside out.

Constructed with DuPont™ Nomex® brand fiber - the first flame-resistant fiber 

selected for use in military uniforms. Nomex fibers carbonize and thicken when 

exposed to the intense heat of a flash fire, creating a protective barrier that reduces 

or prevents burn injuries.

OVERALL FEATURES:

• Full Flame-Resistant    
 Construction with Proprietary  
 Massif® Fabrics

• 4-Way Stretch Fabric

• Battleshield X® Softshell   
 Fabric Features Windproof,   
 Waterproof, and Breathable   
 Gore® Membrane

• High, Fleece-Lined Collar

• Front Zipper Draft Flap

COLORS: Navy
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NEED SUPPORT?

We are quick to answer emails, so send us one at: customerservice@massif.com 

CORPORATE INFORMATION: 

CAGE CODE 78EE2, DUNS 079534964 

 

MASSIF® is a Woman-Owned Small Business

CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS

498 Oak Street 

Ashland, Oregon 97520 

541-488-0801 or 1-888-462-7743 

Sales@Massif.com
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Our passion is to design and create advanced 

technical apparel that protects the United States 

military and those working in the world’s most 

challenging environments.

All fabrics pass the ASTM D6413/F2302 
performance specification for flame-resistance
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